Against a given problem, there is a decision to the characters of Weighted Support Vector Machine with determined weight.
The methods of determining weight
It's different among the methods determining weight with Weighted Support Vector Machine, directing against different problems. It produces a way to determine the weight on Weighted Support Vector Machine, unbalanced samples, single-point, and importance of different samples. 
The method of determining weight for eliminating isolated points.
Clustering type point is a show computing the vicinity between vector x and clustering type on the condition of dense clustering type. There are some typical expresses as follows:
Where mean vector is 
Where d is an un-similar measurement between two points. While similar measurement is referred, inequality mark is turned. It suggests a method, using weighted SVM based on clustering type point, to solve the effects on the classification by isolated point. First, it computes clustering type point of each kind of training data. Then, it expresses the computed distance between every data in all kings and the clustering type point making use of a kind of measurement, Such as Euclid Distance. Last, on the basis of the distance, the comparable weight is determined using fuzzy distribution function. It's not on the original space to solve optimal ultra-plane in SVM, but to find the solution mapping the sample with function φ x into characteristic space of high dimension. Therefore, it must not to calculate the clustering type point and the distance between sample vector and clustering type point in the original place. And it must be done in the characteristic space. This paper confirms the clustering type point and some distances using Euclidean distance. That the expression in the characteristic space is showed as follows:
It employs fuzzy distribution function, according to the discussion above to compute each data's weight using fuzzy distribution function.
The method of determining weight based on type importance. Not only each sample importance of every type is different, during a great many of problems, but also the importance of each type retaliated with others is .For example, if some fault is not removed timely, t must be a damage fault. So the diagnose accuracy rating has to be higher than others. There is an example with fault diagnose to explain weight determine method in view of sample importance. It's supposed that the fault diagnose divided into five grades, then, the fuzzy theory region of language value is:
X=｛fatal fault, major fault, common fault, minor fault, normal condition｝ (9) Quantification theory region is obtained after being quantified: x 1,2,3,4,5 . The subject function of fault sample type is shown in figure 1.
Figure 1 Subjection Function of Faults It's able to get a subject degree vector , 1,2, ⋯ , ,being fuzzed on the basis of professional experience knowledge to fault sample type level for all the fault types, where m is a sample type number. This paper employs single to single SVM for fault diagnose. Suppose i type weight is s i , j type weight is s j , and s i +s j =1. Let (10) 
Simulation check and result analysis
This paper presents the simulation by osu_svm3.00 SVM simulate tool cabinet, artificial data abided by Guass and breast-cancer and ionosphere data from International General Machine Learn Data Base UCI. The data is divided into training and identifying, and the training data needs to be selected less to embody the advantage of SVM small sample study. Each data length is shown in table 1.And the testing point of Gauss data is a kind of data produced stochastically, together with same distribution and independence for training sample. 
The choice with SVM simulation parameter (C, γ) is indicated in table 2 inside the lower brackets .And the parameters with fuzzy distribution function are a=5,b=3 and c, but c is selected by the distance distribution between two types. Meanwhile, two type data is simulated by BP network. Inside, latent layer nerve element is 20 of BP network. The simulation result is presented in table 2. figure 2 .
There is a conclusion from the simulation result. The total accuracy rating by improved WSVM is higher than C-SVM. The accuracy rating is reduced in the much more training data, but it's improved o It's able to The simula wake the c 
Conclusio

